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in yoshi's woolly world and poochy & yoshi's
woolly world , yoshi's eggs are used as
vehicles. yoshi's eggs have the same size as
the various kooky koopas. if yoshi tosses a
kooky koopa into one, he or she will get
shoved into one of two circular bounce pads
near the center of the platform and then
bounce off it. yoshi's eggs can be shot out and
fly like pogo sticks. in yoshi's woolly world,
yoshi has a special power up (which cannot be
set in motion), where it will get stuck in a
space he or she sees and bounce off this
space. bosses that also have yoshi as their
main character have received a yoshi's egg.
this egg, rather than having a single, colored
spot, will instead have two spots, one of which
is white and will then become light pink and
the other will be a darker, pinkish-purple color.
this egg is colored like yoshi, and can be used
to hatch yoshi. the yoshi's egg can also be
used to unlock color-changing abilities, such
as those belonging to yoshi and samus aran in
metroid prime 3 . as the yoshi's egg is never
empty, players must either destroy it before it
grows big enough to hatch a yoshi or quickly
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feed it a super mushroom before it does. if a
yoshi's egg is tossed at the ground, it will not
hatch until it is touched, only then be set to
hold whatever item is tossed in it. in super
mario rpg: legend of the seven stars , a super
mushroom and a yoshi's egg can be used to
hatch a yoshi. this yoshi will have a light and a
dark pink cloud, and can drop items when
called over. yoshis can track yoshi eggs; they
can be called over to their allies, and can drop
yoshi toys and other items from yoshi's egg.
yoshi's eggs can be found in the yoshi's island
and yoshi's story styles. unlike a regular egg,
yoshi's egg is a translucent red and looks
slightly different on each playing field. yoshi's
eggs also appear in the yoshi's story styles,
but with various colors on them, including red,
yellow, blue, green, and pink.
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also, yoshi's eggs can be found in the outfits'
section of miiverse. on april 2, 2017, an

update to super mario maker added a "yoshi
cap" for use on yoshi cap, which can only be

used on the "yoshi cap yoshi" (capable of
riding yoshi eggs ). it can be purchased from

the hat shop for 400 coins. several yoshi's
eggs can appear in super mario maker 2 . a
simple chest and a rotating yoshi's egg are

both hidden in the last area of the challenge
mode (chapter 3). several simple chests can

be unlocked by getting yoshi's egg medals on
a certain day. also, a yoshi's egg can appear
as a prize in super mario party . it is found

only in the candy shop and baby time mode
(although baby time also includes a variant

where prizes are found in the toy shop), and is
activated by spending 3 of the baby time

coins. when the player uses yoshi's egg on a
baby in this mode, they will add it to their

team. while active, the coin removed from the
coin slot will be the size of the egg. yoshi's
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egg can also be activated as a secondary
outfit for a minigame, where one baby will

carry the egg in their mouth. by activating an
egg on a baby, the egg will grow, consuming

the baby's health bar, and occasionally
causing the baby to explode if the health bar
is completely depleted. yoshi's eggs can also
appear in mario & luigi: paper jam . the eggs
are summoned by a "share" command from
toad, and can be used to push each other or
ride one another, though only if one egg is
riding another; if used improperly, the ride

ends. mario and luigi can also ride on yoshi's
egg with a "share" command. 5ec8ef588b
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